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"Insight from Leaders" Series Inaugural Report

Introduction:The "Insight from Leaders" series, initiated by the K S Research and
Innovation Foundation (KSRIF), is a groundbreaking effort in knowledge
dissemination and networking. This monthly series aims to provide a platform for
leaders from various domains to share their invaluable insights and experiences. The
first event of this series was held on the 22nd of November 2023, organized by the
Mechanical Department of KSSEM (K S School of Engineering and Management) in
collaboration with KSRIF. The primary objective of this program is to offer KSGI
students a unique opportunity to engage with distinguished leaders. These events are
conducted both in-person and online, and they encompass the following notable
features

 Registration Form:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfW3x0vsR4zlWseCOfggdS1qqxn
q793gu7PGokeomgp_60Q2g/viewform

 YouTube link: KSSEM Events
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7-
ttLJ868w&ab_channel=KSSEMEVENTS

 Facebook Profile Reach : 2913 profiles. KSSEM Pages
 YouTube Viewers Reach: 729 views (live).
 Number of Members registered and attended: 129

Organizing Body:

The Mechanical Department of KSSEM, with the backing of KSRIF, demonstrated
commendable organizational prowess in orchestrating a seamless and impactful event.
Their commitment to fostering intellectual exchange and facilitating such significant
dialogues was evident in the flawless execution of the inaugural gathering.



Speaker Profile - Dr. Sadananda Maiya

Dr. Sadananda Maiya P is a highly accomplished entrepreneur who has made
significant contributions to food Industry. With an extensive background in the field of
food industry, Dr. Maiya has an exceptional track record of achievements and
expertise. Throughout his illustrious career, he has demonstrated extraordinary
leadership skills and has emerged as a beacon of inspiration for aspiring professionals.

As a renowned founder of MTR &Maiya foods and Beverages, Dr. Maiya has not only
excelled in his professional endeavors but has also been instrumental in bringing about
positive change in the industry. His visionary thinking, innovative solutions, and
relentless pursuit of excellence have earned him widespread recognition and respect.

Dr. Sadananda Maiya P's vast knowledge and wealth of experience make him an
invaluable resource for those seeking insights and guidance. With a passion for
sharing knowledge and empowering others, Dr. Maiya has actively participated in
numerous speaking engagements, conferences, and events where he imparts his
wisdom and expertise to aspiring individuals from diverse backgrounds.

Through his remarkable journey, Dr. Sadananda Maiya P continues to inspire and
motivate others to strive for greatness. His dedication, perseverance, and commitment
to success serve as an inspiration for all who aspire to make a difference in their
respective fields.

Budget Details:

Approximatey:15,000/- Rs only.

Program Schedule:

2.00pm -Invocation by Mr. Keerthi A, Asst.Prof, Applied Science
2.02pm -Lighting the Lamp
2.04pm- Welcome Speech by Dr K Ramanarasimha, Principal & Director, KSSEM
2.07pm -Insight about the Program by Dr D R Swamy
2.12pm -Profile Reading by Dr Balaji B, Prof & Head, ME
2.14pm -Talk by Dr. Sadananda Maiya, Resource Person
3.14pm -Felicitation
3.16pm -Speech by President, KSGI
3.18pm -Speech by Secretary, KSGI
3.20pm -Adress by CEO
3.22pm -Vote of Thanks by Dr Dilip Kumar K, Principal & Director, KSIT
3.30pm -High Tea



Event Highlights:
The event's inaugural session featured Dr. Sadananda Maiya, the esteemed Founder of
MTR, as the chief guest and the first leader to be invited for this enlightening series.
Dr. Maiya brought a wealth of knowledge and experience to the occasion, setting the
tone for the caliber of leaders that will grace future installments of "Insight from
Leaders."

Future Outlook:

As the first installment of the series, the November 22nd event has laid a solid
foundation for the future editions of "Insight from Leaders." The monthly recurrence
promises a diverse lineup of leaders who will share their wisdom, providing a
wellspring of insights for students, professionals, and enthusiasts alike.

Conclusion:

The inaugural event of "Insight from Leaders" stands as a testament to KSRIF's
dedication to promoting knowledge exchange and fostering a culture of learning. The
engaging discourse led by Dr. Sadananda Maiya has set high expectations for the
series, making it a must-attend for those seeking intellectual stimulation and
inspiration from the experiences of accomplished leaders. The Mechanical Department
of KSSEM, with the support of KSRIF, has successfully inaugurated a series that is
poised to become a cornerstone in the academic and professional calendar.

Feedback Form Link :https://forms.gle/S2bf8LNXVMePAsS46

Response and Suggestion:
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SUGGESTIONS

 Sessions can be organized in the morning that makes it more effective
 More sessions like this
 The talk motivated me to embrace challenges as opportunities for growth. The event was

well-organized, fostering an engaging atmosphere. I highly recommend such talks to
aspiring students and faculties for the practical wisdom and inspiration they offer.

 I would like to attend the workshop in further days gain knowledge and get an inspiration
from them.

 Preferably Good to be scheduled in the Morning. 2. Dedicated Half an hour for Q&A
would be really helpful to enhance more knowledge.
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